
URBANLINE MDS DIG. VIDEO PANEL S7

NEW
Reference: 7482

COMING SOON

Urbanline panel represents a different and richer way
of interacting and communicating: with more
information, more technology and with the strength
and the solidity of traditional pan...

DESCRIPTION
COMING SOON

Urbanline panel represents a different and richer way of interacting and communicating: with more information, more
technology and with the strength and the solidity of traditional panels.

The Urbanline panel is available with MDS technology, both in the video and audio versions. In the video version, the camera
is in COLOUR with a wide-angle lens.

The display normally remains idle, and its built-in presence detector activates it when a visitor is detected. It can also be
activated by touching the screen.
It is flush-mounted. It is fastened using a concealed anchoring system, which avoids any tampering by users. Its configurable
alphanumeric keyboard allows for quick, direct searches. 
The date and time are shown on the upper screen.

COMBINATION OF MATERIALS
Urbanline effectively combines high-performance materials: weather-treated aluminium that is uniquely alternated with a
touch-sensitive dual graphic display. Its beauty is to be found in its combination. And in its resistance.

SCREEN CONVERSATIONS 
Interaction with the panel is accomplished via two 3.5-inch touchscreens. On the upper screen, messages for the visiting
person appear with icons, menus and graphic animations, including the date and time. The lower display transforms into a
keypad.

ACCESS CONTROL INCLUDED
The panel incorporates a double access control system as standard: this functions via a personal proximity card or using
numeric codes.

https://www.fermax.com/intl/en/pro/products/video-door-entry-systems/systems/SF-25-mds-digital/PR-12875-urbanline-mds-dig-video-panel-s7.html


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Fermax MDS DIGITAL technology.
- Available in both video and audio versions.
- 2 x 3,5” graphical capacitive touchscreens.
• Display. Keypad
- Aluminium 5 mm and Glass 3 mm. IP43.
- Flush mounted only. Size S7. 5mm thick.
- Hidden fastening system. Invisible screws.
- EM Proximity reader included and empty
space for a HID third party reader.
- Voice synthesizer included in the amplifier.
- Search users by agenda.
- Alphanumerical keypad configurable.
- Restricted calls list.
- Presence detector to turn on the screen.
- Customisable messages.
- Date & time shown on the upper display.
- Operating temperature: -25ºC…70ºC.

Dimensions: 130x343mm
Flush box S7: 115x328x45mm

Video
- Resolution: 380 lines.
- Sensor: 1/4” color CMOS.
- Effective pixels: 307K.
- Minimum external illumination: 1 lux.
- SNR >46,5dB.
- Frame rate 25 fps.
- Auto iris.
- Auto BLC.
- View angle 132º H, 116ºV.
- Color night vision through white led.

Size of product when packed: 6,5x38,8x17 cm

EAN 13: 8424299074825
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